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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to analyze collateral benefits, mortgage security institution, principles of security law, the problem of good faith in debt agreement, legal protection for debtors if debt collateral objects are transferred into sale and purchase objects. The granting of credit to the debtor should be bound by a principal agreement and an accessory agreement for the collateral provided, but it happens that the debtor is bound by a principal agreement and a sale and purchase bond agreement along with a power of sale. When the debtor defaults, the name will be changed to the name of the creditor. The research method in this research is normative juridical research method, and the approach method used is Statute Approach, and Conceptual Approach. The result of the research is that debtors who have obtained debts from creditors and submitted land rights collateral, should be bound by an accessory agreement, namely a mortgage right as in Act No. 4 of 1996, instead of binding the sale and purchase and power of sale. If this is still done by the creditor, the debtor can take a settlement method, namely: Alternative Dispute Resolution; Court.
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A. INTRODUCTION
The business world is inseparable from capital, Capital is an important aspect of doing business. One that can provide capital assistance is a savings and loan cooperative. Cooperatives as an alternative to applying for a loan / credit and the conditions are not too difficult. How to distribute credit to the community in accordance with the agreed agreement. Although this business promises alternative funding for the community, there are still many controversial things, including the imposition of relatively high-interest rates. Lending is very important in obtaining capital. The credit sector is one of the largest sources of income even though it contains risks. The credit agreement between the debtor and the creditor is a reciprocal
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agreement based on trust. Therefore, it must assess the ability and ability of the debtor to repay the debt at maturity.

Money lending and borrowing activities often require the submission of debt collateral by the debtor to the creditor. In the face of frequent and abnormal fluctuations that negatively affect the overall economy as a whole, and the financial system in particular in some countries.\(^3\) Debt collateral can be in the form of immovable objects, so that it is a material guarantee and or in the form of a debt guarantee promise so that it is a personal guarantee. In connection with debt collateral, it is necessary to know what is the law of collateral contained in the legislation so that parties related to the submission of credit guarantees can secure their interests.

Collateral is one of the most important elements in granting credit, one of which is a material guarantee known as a mortgage. Collateral can be defined as something that the debtor gives to the creditor to provide confidence that the debtor will fulfill obligations that can be valued in money arising from an engagement.\(^4\) According to Sri Soedewi Maschjoen Sofwana, the definition of security law is to regulate the juridical construction that allows the provision of credit facilities by pledging the objects purchased as collateral. Such regulations must be sufficient to ensure and provide legal certainty for credit institutions, both domestic and foreign. The existence of such collateral institutions must be accompanied by the existence of a large number of credit institutions with a long period of time and relatively low interest rates.\(^5\)

The nature of the guarantee agreement is constructed as an accessoir agreement, which is an agreement that is associated with the main agreement in the form of a credit granting agreement. The position of the guarantee agreement which is constructed as an accessoir agreement guarantees a guarantee institution for the granting of credit by creditors. The guarantee agreement as an accessoir agreement has legal consequences, such as:

1. The existence of a principal agreement;
2. Its nullity depends on the principal agreement;
3. The principal agreement is void - also void;
4. Transfers with the transfer of the main agreement;
5. If the principal agreement is transferred due to cessi, subrogation, it will also be transferred without any special submission.\(^6\)

---

Guarantees can be classified into several classifications based on certain points of view, for example, the way they occur, the nature of the object of the guarantee and so on. Guarantees due to laws are guarantees that are born or held such as general guarantees, privilege rights and retention rights listed in Article 1132 and Article 1134 paragraph (1) of the Civil Code (hereinafter referred to as the Civil Code). Guarantees due to agreements are guarantees that are born or held by agreements made by the parties, such as mortgages, fiduciaries and so on.

General guarantees, all creditors have the same position against other creditors, no creditor is prioritized or privileged from other creditors. Because general security is less favorable to creditors, it is necessary to surrender certain assets to be bound specifically as security for the repayment of the debtor's debt, so that the creditor concerned has a priority position over other creditors in the repayment of his debt. This kind of guarantee provides protection to creditors and the agreement will explain this. Special guarantees provide a position of precedence (preference) for the holder.

Based on research from Ade Dwi Aprilia with the title of buying and selling land that is certified as debt collateral according to Law No. 5 of 1960, the substance of this research is that the process of buying and selling land is considered valid if it can show valid documents, Second, in the legal aspect the seller should have good faith in providing proof of ownership to the new and legitimate owner, third, regarding cases of buying and selling land certificates still often cause conflicts in the community when buying and selling transactions. Then Meyske Tanamal research with the title Sale and Purchase of Land and Buildings on Debt Collateral Objects with research results The results of this study indicate that the validity of the sale and purchase of land and buildings that have been used as debt collateral objects, namely if the sale and purchase is carried out has fulfilled the legal requirements of the agreement according to Article 1320 of the Civil Code, and the process of transferring sale and purchase of land and buildings used as debt collateral objects is carried out in several stages, namely that the certificate of the sale and purchase object must be redeemed first by settling / paying off the debt first, and after paying off the land certificate is then roya / removal of collateral rights at the Land Office. The next stage is the preparation of the sale and purchase and the stage of making a deed of sale and purchase before a Land Deed Official, including payment of the sale and purchase tax. Then the next stage is the registration of the transfer of rights or registration of the deed of sale and purchase at the Land Office.

The situation that occurs in the community is that the granting of credit to the debtor should be bound by a principal agreement and an accessory agreement for the collateral provided, but this is not the case when the debtor is bound by a principal agreement and a sale and purchase
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bond agreement along with the power to sell. When the debtor defaults, the
name will be changed to the name of the creditor based on the deed that
has been made between the debtor and the creditor.

The purpose of this research is to analyze collateral benefits, mortgage security institution, principles of security law, the problem of good faith in debt agreement, legal protection for debtors if debt collateral objects are transferred into sale and purchase objects.

B. RESEARCH METHODS

This study uses a normative juridical approach, the normative (doctrinal) method is generally associated with legal practical and professional work to solve a specific legal problem. Terms such as legal doctrine, black-letter law (black-letter law), formalism, doctrinalism, and legal-dogmatic research are all used to indicate the type of legal research related to the principles, rules, and concepts governing specific fields or institutions and analyze the relationships between them to resolve legal ambiguities and gaps. Normative legal research should describe existing laws in a given field as consistently as possible to inform audiences how those laws apply. Most important in this type of normative research is that doctrinal descriptions must also go beyond textual explanations.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Collateral Benefits

Juridically, the function of collateral is to provide certainty of debt repayment in a debt and credit agreement or certainty of realization or achievement in an agreement, by entering into a guarantee agreement through collateral institutions known in Indonesian law. In order to understand and solve legal problems, activities that contain philosophical reflection activities must also be carried out, namely based on ontological studies (meaning/nature), epistemological (understanding) and axiological (benefits) of Legal Science. According to Thomas Suyanto, the functions of collateral in granting credit are:

a. Gives the creditor the right and power to obtain repayment with these collateral goods, if the debtor commits a breach of promise or does not repay the debt at the time specified in the agreement;

b. Ensure that the debtor participates in the transaction to finance the business or project, so that the possibility of abandoning the

---


business or project to the detriment of oneself can be prevented or at least the possibility of being able to do so is minimized;

(c) Encourage the debtor to fulfill the credit agreement, especially repayment in accordance with the agreed terms so as not to lose the assets that have been pledged.\textsuperscript{13}

According to Fieda Husni Hasbullah, the benefits or uses of special guarantees are:

- a. Special guarantees can guarantee the realization of the main agreement or debt and credit agreement;
- b. Special guarantees protect creditors from losses if the debtor defaults;
- c. Guarantee that creditors get repayment from pledged objects;
- d. Guarantee that the debtor performs the promised performance, so that by itself it can guarantee that the debtor's debts can be paid in full;
- e. Guarantee that the debtor participates in the transaction financed by the creditor\textsuperscript{14}

The function of collateral is:

- a. Providing legal certainty for creditors and debtors, for creditors, namely legal certainty to obtain return of principal and interest, for debtors legal certainty to repay the principal and interest that has been determined.
- b. To provide convenience in obtaining credit for debtors and debtors are not worried about developing their business.
- c. Providing security for a mutually agreed debt and credit agreement.

2. Mortgage Security Institution

Basically, the imposition of mortgages must be done solely by the grantor of the mortgage.\textsuperscript{15} Article 1 point 1 of Act No. 4 of 1996, a mortgage on land and objects related to land (hereinafter referred to as a mortgage) is a security right that is imposed on land rights along with or without other objects that constitute an entity with the land, for the repayment of certain debts, which gives priority to certain creditors against other creditors.

The characteristics of a hak tanggungan, as stated in Article 3 of Act No. 4 of 1996, are as follows:

- a. Giving priority or precedence to the holder, as Article 1 point 1 of Act No. 4 of 1996, as well as what is referred to in Article 20 paragraph (1) b of Act No. 4 of 1996, among others, states that the object of

\textsuperscript{13} Ibid.
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the mortgage right is sold through a public auction according to the procedures specified in the laws and regulations for the repayment of the receivables of the mortgage right holder with the right of precedence over other creditors.

b. Always following the object guaranteed by whoever the object is located, as Article 7 of Act No. 4 of 1996 in the explanation of the article states, that this nature is one of the special guarantees for the interests of the holder of the mortgage right. Even though the object of the mortgage right has changed hands and belongs to another party, the creditor still exercises its rights through execution if the debtor is in default.

c. It fulfills the principles of specialty and publicity, so that it can bind third parties and provide legal certainty to interested parties.

d. Easy and certain execution.

Requirements for the object of mortgage rights, among others:

a. Can be valued in money, because the debt guaranteed is in the form of money;

b. Including rights that must be registered in the public register because they must meet the requirements of specialty and publicity;

c. Has a transferable nature because if the debtor is in default, the object used as collateral will be sold in public;

d. Requires appointment by law.

3. Principles of Security Law

Some principles of security law as stipulated in the Civil Code are as follows:

a. The position of the borrower's property

Article 1131 of the Civil Code states that the borrower's assets are fully collateral (dependents) for his debt. The article stipulates that all of the borrower's assets, both in the form of movable and immovable property, both existing and future, are collateral for the borrower's debt. This provision is one of the main provisions in the law of guarantees, the lender will be able to demand repayment of the borrower's debt from all the assets concerned, including assets that will still be owned in the future. The lender has the right to demand repayment of the debt from the property that will be obtained by the borrower in the future. The principle contained in Article 1131 of the Civil Code is that the law regulates the right to collect creditors or creditors for transactions with debtors.\textsuperscript{16}

b. Position of the lender

Based on Article 1132 of the Civil Code, the position of the surety can be divided into 2 (two) groups, namely:

1) Who have a balanced position in accordance with their respective receivables, and
2) Which has a position of precedence over other lenders based on a statutory regulation.

- Prohibition of promising ownership of the object of debt collateral by the lender
- The lender is prohibited from promising to own the object of debt collateral if the borrower breaks the promise, this is regulated in Article 1178 of the Civil Code as well as Article 12 of Act No. 4 of 1996.

4. The Problem of Good Faith in Debt Agreement

The principle of an agreement does not always have to be written and if it is made orally the agreement is still valid and binding for the makers like a law. Based on Article 1320 of the Civil Code, there are 4 (four) conditions for a valid agreement, namely:

- The existence of an agreement;
- Has the capacity to act;
- A certain thing;
- Halal cause.

The occurrence of debt and credit in general has fulfilled the four conditions as mentioned in the article. An agreement is bound by Article 1338 of the Civil Code regarding the principle of good faith in carrying out the agreement. What has been agreed must not be denied, but must be carried out according to the contents of the agreement in good faith. The purpose of this principle is intended so that the debtor remains consistent with the promised performance, so that it will not harm the creditor.

The principle of good faith in the agreement is actually not enough to be recognized only in the implementation of the agreement, but it needs to be done when the parties make an agreement. In making a debt agreement, it must be based on the good faith of the creditor and debtor. It is necessary that in the deed of agreement, especially in the closing section, it is stated firmly and clearly, that the deed of debt is made in good faith by both parties who promise. They are expected to uphold good faith and act consequently in implementing the agreement as stipulated in Article 1338 paragraph (3) of the Civil Code.

Deviations from the principle of good faith in the implementation of agreements often occur, especially by debtors for various reasons. When a default occurs, there is usually a violation of the principle of good faith in the implementation of the agreement because the debtor does not actually keep his promise.

---

5. The Role of Debt Recognition Letter in Granting Credit

The occurrence of a debt and credit agreement and then the acknowledgment of the debtor's debt, at first glance, is meaningless because it is motivated by the idea that the agreement is proof that the debtor has owed the creditor, so there is no need for further acknowledgment. If the debt and credit agreement is made in writing, it is easy for the creditor to show that the debtor has made a debt, but if the agreement is oral, it is not enough for the creditor to make a statement and still needs other evidence in the form of a debtor's acknowledgment. The debtor's acknowledgment of his debt shows that the debtor really has a debt to the creditor and has not been paid.

Civil procedural law is known as a debt acknowledgment sheet made in writing in a notarial deed, the legal basis is Article 224 HIR which regulates debentures and mortgages with the development of time mortgages have been replaced by mortgage rights as Act No. 4 of 1996 concerning Mortgage Rights.

The letter of debt in Article 224 HIR is still valid until now, there is no new provision that replaces it. The letter of debt in question is a letter of acknowledgment of debt, in the form of the contents of the acknowledgment of debt in the form of a unilateral statement from the debtor about the amount of unpaid debt.

The letterhead of the debt acknowledgment deed is inscribed with the words "For the Sake of Justice Based on God Almighty", resulting in the deed taking the form of a grosse deed. With such an irah-irah, a deed of acknowledgment of debt has executorial power if the debtor fails to repay the debt (default) and the creditor can file the execution of the grosse deed of acknowledgment of debt to the court without going through a civil lawsuit. A debt acknowledgment letter made under the hand does not have executorial power and its function is only as a complement to the debt and credit agreement.

Actually, a grosse deed of acknowledgment of debt can serve as collateral for debt and credit as long as the amount of debt does not change because if the debtor defaults on his debt, the creditor can file for execution with the court without first going through the lawsuit procedure.

6. Legal Protection for Debtors if Debt Collateral Objects are Transferred into Sale and Purchase Objects

Based on statutory provisions, the provision of credit is accompanied by the provision of collateral for the debt. Events that occur in the community, the collateral provided for the debtor's debt is not bound by an accesoir agreement, namely the granting of a mortgage on an immovable object of land rights, but is bound by a sale and purchase bond agreement and a power of attorney to sell if the debtor defaults on the debt that has been given. This is not in accordance with the provisions of Act No. 4 of 1996 concerning Mortgage Rights. If the debtor feels aggrieved by this situation, it can be done to resolve
through:

a. Alternative Dispute Resolution

Alternative Dispute Resolution as perceived today as a dispute resolution mechanism is done through negotiation, mediation, arbitration, conciliation, and/or other hybrid processes.\textsuperscript{18} Alternative Dispute Resolution, which is regulated in Chapter II of Act No. 30 of 1999 concerning Alternative Dispute Resolution and Arbitration, is actually not a new thing in people's lives, only the regulation has just been included in the Law. In the same vein, it must be emphasised that in trying to identify the relationship between conflict and dispute under International Arbitration Law, one key aspect of this development is that the philosophy of Alternative Dispute Resolution thrives on the protection of interest of the parties in such a dispute or conflict. The whole essence is that disputes or conflicts in Office establishment are better resolved through Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanism.\textsuperscript{19} The APS institution is a peace institution that has been known since tens or even hundreds of years ago. Indonesian people, most of whom live in rural areas and are more familiar with customary law, when facing differences of opinion or disputes, generally resolve them by meeting then negotiating and seeking agreement. If there is a deadlock, they usually ask for help from a third party. The third party who is asked for help does not adjudicate, but provides advice or the best possible solution. If the parties to the dispute are unable to reach an amicable settlement, they submit the dispute to the court.

b. Through the Court

Disputes between creditors and debtors can be resolved through civil suits in court. The selection of the court as a place to resolve disputes is due to several advantages possessed by the court, including being a ready-made institution, the place is easy to find, has coercive measures such as confiscation, executes its own decisions.

Deviations from the principle of good faith in the implementation of agreements often occur, especially by debtors for various reasons acknowledgment of debt can be a guarantee of debt and credit as long as the amount of debt does not change because if the debtor defaults on his debt, the creditor can apply for execution to the court without having to go through the lawsuit procedure first. Events that occur in the community, the collateral provided for the debtor's debt is not bound by an accessory agreement, namely the granting of a mortgage on an immovable object in the form of land rights, but is bound by a sale and purchase binding agreement and a
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power of attorney to sell if the debtor defaults on the debt that has been given.

D. CONCLUSION

Debtors who have obtained debts from creditors and submitted collateral for these debts, should be bound by an accessory agreement, namely the submission of mortgage rights in accordance with Act No. 4 of 1996 concerning Mortgage Rights, instead of binding the sale and purchase and power of sale. If this is still done by the creditor, then the debtor can do a settlement method, namely: Through Alternative Dispute Resolution; Through the Court. The letterhead of the debt acknowledgment deed is inscribed with the words "For the Sake of Justice Based on God Almighty", resulting in the deed taking the form of a grosse deed. With such an irah-irah, a deed of acknowledgment of debt has executorial power if the debtor fails to repay the debt (default) and the creditor can file the execution of the grosse deed of acknowledgment of debt to the court without going through a civil lawsuit. A debt acknowledgment letter made under the hand does not have executorial power and its function is only as a complement to the debt and credit agreement.
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